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A Regulated Two-Step Mechanism of TBP Binding
to DNA: A Solvent-Exposed Surface
of TBP Inhibits TATA Box Recognition
N-terminal region of TBP and how it influences its bind-
ing to the TATA box are, however, not known.
During an examination of the activities in pol II and
pol III transcription of full-length human TBP molecules
with mutations located across the surface of the TBPCORE
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(X.Z., N. Hernandez, and W.H., unpublished results), weSummary
discovered that some substitutions of solvent-exposed
residues of the TATA box bound TBPCORE induced theThe TATA box binding protein TBP plays a universally
formation of an abundant unexpected complex withimportant role in eukaryotic nuclear transcription. By
DNA during our electrophoretic mobility retardationmutagenesis, we have discovered a solvent-exposed
analyses. We show here that these mutations enhancesurface of the structured TBP core domain that is im-
the rate of formation of the characteristic bent TBP-portant for inhibition of the DNA binding and DNA-
TATA box complex. In contrast, wild-type TBP first formsbending activities of full-length wild-type TBP. Full-
an unbent complex, after which the bent complex ap-length wild-type TBP initially binds the TATA box to
pears. These and other results suggest a two-stepform an unstable complex containing unbent DNA, and
mechanism of unbent-to-bent complex formation forthen it slowly forms a stable complex containing bent
wild-type human TBP binding to the TATA box; thisDNA. TFIIB greatly accelerates formation of a bent
two-step process can be accelerated by cooperativeTFIIB-TBP-TATA box complex, and the inhibitory DNA
association with TFIIB.binding surface of TBP contributes to the cooperativity
of binding to TFIIB. Using TBP and TFIIB, we show
Resultsthat TBP can bind the TATA box through a regulated
two-step mechanism, involving a transition from un-
Mutations in a Solvent-Exposed Surfacebent complex to bent complex.
of the TATA Box Bound TBPCORE Induce
the Formation of an Unexpected Abundant
Introduction TBP-TATA Box Complex
To examine the effects of mutations across the surface
Correct initiation of transcription requires an accurate of the TBPCORE in full-length human TBP for TATA box
assembly of transcription factors on an appropriate pro- recognition, we assayed TBP binding to TATA box-con-
moter region (Buratowski, 1994; Lemon and Tjian, 2000; taining adenovirus major late (AdML) and human U6
Orphanides et al., 1996). One of the central players in snRNA (U6) promoter DNA probes as model TATA box-
the initiation of transcription is the TATA box binding containing pol II and pol III promoters, respectively. We
basal transcription factor TBP. TBP is involved in tran- performed 30 min binding reactions and analyzed the
scription by all three eukaryotic nuclear RNA polymer- resulting complexes by electrophoretic mobility retarda-
ases, pol I, pol II, and pol III, from promoters with or tion assay. The mutations analyzed lie (1) on the top
without a TATA box (reviewed by Hernandez, 1993). On and sides of TBP when TBP is viewed bound over the
TATA box-containing pol II and pol III promoters, the DNA, (2) on the TFIIA- and TFIIB-interacting regions,
direct interaction between TBP and a TATA box is one and (3) on the TATA box binding surface. Figure 1A
of the key steps in the initiation of transcription. shows the results with the U6 promoter TATA box.
Consistent with the central role of the TBP-TATA box As described previously (Ge and Roeder, 1994; Hoff-
interaction in transcriptional regulation, the TATA box- man et al., 1990; Kao et al., 1990; Peterson et al., 1990;
recognition domain of TBP is highly conserved. This 180 Tang et al., 1996), full-length wild-type human TBP
amino acid C-terminal domain, commonly referred to (TBPWT) exhibited DNA binding activity, forming a com-
as the TBP core (TBPCORE), is more than 80% identical plex that we refer to as TBPFL (Figure 1A, lanes 2 and
between human and yeast TBP. Crystallographic stud- 21). Some of the substitutions on the DNA binding sur-
ies have shown that, when the TBPCORE is bound to the face (lanes 17–19) and of a residue that contacts the
TATA box, it unwinds and sharply bends the DNA to DNA phosphate backbone (R203E; lane 12) lost DNA
form a unique saddle-shaped structure over the bent binding activity. Many other mutated proteins, however,
DNA (Juo et al., 1996; Kim et al., 1993a, 1993b; Nikolov et behaved like TBPWT (compare lanes 3, 4, 6–8, 11, 14–16,
al., 1996). TBP, however, also contains a highly diverged and 20 to lanes 2 and 21). Unexpectedly, a subset of the
species-specific N-terminal region, which varies in both TBP mutants formed an additional abundant complex,
sequence and length. This hypervariable region can re- which we refer to as TBPFL* (compare lanes 5, 9, 10, and
press the ability of the TBPCORE to bind the TATA box 13 to lanes 2 and 21). We refer to these unusual TBP
and at the same time can permit cooperative binding mutants as activated DNA binding mutants. Below, we
with other basal factors, particularly on the human U6 use the TBPR188E (lane 9) mutant as a representative of
snRNA promoter where free TBP activates transcription such mutants.
(Mittal and Hernandez, 1997). The structure of the The effects of the TBP mutations on binding to the U6
TATA box probe were not promoter specific. As shown in
Figure 1B, TBPWT and the TBPR188E mutant displayed the1Correspondence: herr@cshl.edu
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Figure 1. Mutations in a Solvent-Exposed Surface of the TATA Box Bound TBPCORE Induce the Formation of an Abundant Full-Length TBP-
TATA Box Complex
(A) Electrophoretic mobility retardation analysis of full-length wild-type and mutant TBP molecules binding to the human U6 promoter. Locations
of mutations on the TATA box bound TBPCORE are indicated. Two TBP-DNA complexes are labeled TBPFL and TBPFL*.
(B) Electrophoretic mobility retardation analysis of wild-type and R188E mutant TBP binding to the TATA (lanes 1–3) and TATA (lanes 4–6)
U6 promoter and to the TATA (lanes 7–9) and TATA (lanes 10–12) AdML promoters.
(C) Representative electrophoretic mobility retardation analysis of alanine and radical amino acid substitutions in TBP for formation of TBP-
TATA box complexes on the U6 promoter. The alanine substitution of E206 is combined with an alanine substitution of residue R208.
(D) Molecular surface representations of the upstream and top views of the promoter bound human TBPCORE (Nikolov et al., 1996). In the
standard 30 min incubation, residues in blue are either inactive or only form the TBPFL complex for both alanine and radical substitutions:
L185(A and K), E191(K), R203(A and E), E206(A and K), R208(A and E), E228(A and K), Q242(A and K), F250(A and K), and F253(A and K)—the
underlined mutations disrupt the DNA binding activity of TBP. Residues in yellow form the TBPFL complex for alanine mutations and the TBPFL*
complex for radical mutations: R186(A and E), N189(A and E), R205(A and E), R231(A and E), L232(A and K), and V240(A and D). Residues in
red primarily form the activated TBPFL* complex for both alanine and radical mutations: R188(A and E), K236(A and E), R239(A and E), and
K243(A and E). Substitutions R235A and R235E induce formation of both the TBPFL and TBPFL* complexes, but the TBPFL* complex is not as
abundant as with the residues labeled in red and therefore is labeled yellow.
same pattern of complex formation on the AdML TATA AdML and mutant U6 TATA box probes showed that
they all display the same pattern of DNA binding onbox probe (compare lanes 1–3 and 7–9). All of the TBP-
DNA complexes formed by TBPWT and TBPR188E are TATA these two promoters (data not shown), indicating that
TBP recognizes these pol II and pol III TATA boxesbox specific (compare lanes 4–6 with 1–3 and 10–12
with 7–9), although, as best illustrated on the U6 probe, similarly.
Interestingly, the four activated DNA binding muta-the TBPFL complex is less TATA box specific compared
to the TBPFL* complex. Analysis of the entire set of mu- tions shown in Figure 1A all map to the same solvent-
exposed region of the TATA box bound TBP (Juo et al.,tants shown in Figure 1A on the wild-type and mutant
Mechanism of Human TBP Binding to DNA
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1996; Nikolov et al., 1996), and this surface overlaps the
TFIIA-interacting surface (Bryant et al., 1996; Geiger et
al., 1996; Tan et al., 1996; Tang et al., 1996). The activity
of the mutants suggests that this surface in TBPWT inhib-
its TATA box recognition. To analyze this phenomenon
further, we performed saturation mutagenesis of the
surface by individually substituting 18 neighboring resi-
dues with both alanine replacement and a radical re-
placement (e.g., basic residue replacement of acidic
residues and vice versa). Figure 1C shows a representa-
tive sample of these mutants; the DNA binding activities
of all 35 mutants are listed in the Figure 1 legend and
shown as a molecular surface representation of the hu-
man TBPCORE viewed from “upstream” and the “top” of
a promoter bound TBP molecule in Figure 1D.
The phenotypes of the 35 mutants define three
classes of residues. In the first class, represented by
residues E206 and E228 in Figure 1C (lanes 3–6) and
colored blue in Figure 1D, neither alanine nor radical
mutations showed any activated DNA binding activity.
In the second class, represented by residues R205 and
V240 (lanes 7–10) and colored yellow in Figure 1D, the
radical but not alanine mutations activated formation of
the TBPFL* complex. In the third class—residues R188,
K236, R239, and K243 (lanes 11–18) and colored red in
Figure 1D—both alanine and radical mutations showed
Figure 2. The DNA in the Activated TBPFL* Complex, But Not theactivated TBPFL* DNA binding, although the radical mu- TBPFL Complex, Is Bent
tations were more active. The results of this saturation
(A) Schematic representation of the five pBEND-AdMLshort probesmutagenesis are striking: multiple mutations across an used for the bending circular permutation assays. The position of
entire contiguous solvent-exposed surface of TBP result the TATA box is indicated.
in activation of TBP DNA binding, and the more severe (B) Circular permutation analysis of wild-type (lanes 6–10) and R188E
mutant (lanes 11–15) TBP molecules bound to the TATA box. Lanesthe mutation (i.e., radical versus alanine substitution),
1–5 contained no TBP. The set of DNA-bending probes is as indi-the greater the enhancement. These results strongly
cated in (A).suggest that at least one of the functions of this surface
of TBPWT is to actively inhibit TATA box recognition, and
we therefore refer to it as the inhibitory DNA binding
cule, and we note that the mobility of the unbent TBP(IDB) surface.
complex is close to that of the bent complex when the
TATA box is placed near the end of the DNA probe
The DNA in the Activated TBPFL* Complex, (compare lane 11 with lanes 6–10). This observation
But Not the TBPFL Complex, Is Bent argues that the previously uncharacterized unbent com-
The electrophoretic mobility of the activated TBPFL* and plex and the prototypical bent complex have the same
TBPFL complexes differs. Because the DNA in the crystal TBP-DNA stoichiometry, probably a monomer of each
structure of TBPCORE-TATA box complex is bent (Juo et as observed in the crystal structure. The same results
al., 1996; Kim et al., 1993a, 1993b; Nikolov et al., 1996) were observed with the U6 TATA box DNA-bending
and full-length human TBP has been shown to bend probe set (data not shown).
DNA (Horikoshi et al., 1992; Starr et al., 1995), we asked
whether differences in DNA bending might explain the
different mobilities by using a circular permutation assay The Nonconserved N-Terminal Region of TBP
Inhibits Formation of the Bent TBP-TATA Box(Wu and Crothers, 1984). Figure 2A shows a set of five
bending probes (A–E) used in this analysis in which the Complex and Promotes Formation of the
Unbent TBP-TATA Box ComplexAdML (or U6) TATA box is progressively moved from
one end of the DNA fragment to the other. The TBPFL* We were intrigued by the finding that, although the hu-
man TBPCORE forms a bent complex in the crystal struc-complexes generated by the TBPR188E mutant on the
bending-probe set demonstrated a classic bent-DNA ture (Juo et al., 1996; Nikolov et al., 1996), TBPWT forms
an unbent complex in our electrophoretic mobility retar-pattern by forming a bell-shaped curve (Figure 2B, lanes
11–15). Thus, the activated DNA binding mutants are dation assay. To compare directly the DNA-bending
properties of TBPWT and the TBPCORE (N157, see Figureapparently activating formation of a prototypical bent
complex. Surprisingly, the TBPFL complexes formed by 3A), we tested their complex-forming activity on the A,
C, and E bending probes, as shown in Figure 3B. Again,TBPWT all showed the same mobility (lanes 6–10), indicat-
ing that the TBPFL complex is a previously uncharacter- TBPWT formed the unbent TBPFL complex (lanes 4–6) in
contrast to the TBPR188E mutant (lanes 7–9). Unlike TBPWT,ized unbent TBP-TATA box complex. DNA bends have
the least effect on electrophoretic migration when the however, but as observed in the crystal structure,
TBPCORE formed bent complexes of identical mobility tobend center is positioned near the end of the DNA mole-
Cell
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Figure 3. The Nonconserved N-Terminal Region of Human TBP Inhibits Formation of the Bent TBP-TATA Box Complex and Promotes Formation
of the Unbent TBP-TATA Box Complex
(A) Schematic representation of the N-terminal deletion mutants of human TBP. The stippled region represents the continuous stretch of 38
glutamine (Q) residues. The three open triangles represent imperfect Pro-Met-Thr (PMT) repeats. The shaded area represents the TBPCORE.
The N-terminal region of human TBP is divided into four regions, I, II, III, and IV, as indicated.
(B) DNA bending analysis of full-length wild-type (lanes 4–6) and the R188E mutant (lanes 7–9) TBP molecules, and the N-terminally deleted
wild-type (lanes 10–12, lanes 16–18, lanes 22–24, and lanes 28–30) and the R188E mutant (lanes 13–15, lanes 19–21, lanes 25–27, and lanes
31–33) TBP molecules bound to the TATA box. The nature of the deletion is indicated above each set of lanes. The A, C, and E DNA-bending
probes indicated on top of each lane are as described in Figure 2. The filled dots and open triangles to the left of the TBP-TATA box complexes
indicate the unbent and bent TBP complexes.
those formed by the R188E mutant TBPCORE (compare bent complex formation (compare lanes 4–6, 10–12, and
16–18), and deletion of Region III led to loss of unbentlanes 28–30 and 31–33). Thus, the nonconserved
N-terminal region of TBP is important for formation of complex formation (lanes 22–24). Thus, different regions
of the TBP N-terminal region are involved in inhibitingthe unbent TBP-TATA box complex and inhibition of the
bent complex, two activities that are negated by the bent complex formation and in promoting unbent com-
plex formation.R188E mutation.
We next asked which region(s) of the TBP N-terminal These deletion studies show that the R188E TBPCORE
mutation has two significant effects on TBP TATA boxregion promotes unbent complex formation and inhibits
bent complex formation. The N-terminal region of human recognition: it not only activates bent complex formation
but also greatly increases its abundance, both in TBPWTTBP has two distinctive features: a contiguous stretch
of 38 glutamine (Q) residues (called Region II) and three (compare lanes 7–9 and 4–6) and TBPCORE (compare
lanes 31–33 and 28–30). Thus, the effect of the R188Eimperfect Pro-Met-Thr (PMT) repeats immediately N-ter-
minal of the TBPCORE domain (called Region IV); the re- mutation on the abundance of the TBP-TATA box com-
plex is not simply a result of negating an inhibitory effectgions N- and C-terminal to Region II are referred to as
Regions I and III, respectively (see Figure 3A). To test of the N-terminal region of TBP but instead is a direct
effect on DNA binding by the TBPCORE.the effect of each of these regions on bent and unbent
complex formation, we sequentially deleted Regions
I–IV in TBPWT and TBPR188E and assayed them as shown Wild-Type and Activated DNA Binding TBP
Molecules Have Different TATA Box On Ratesin Figure 3B. TBPR188E displayed similar bent complexes
with each deletion except that with each increasing size To characterize the formation of the unbent TBPFL and
bent TBPFL* TBP-TATA box complexes by TBPWT andof the deletion, the complexes migrated more rapidly
during the electrophoretic separation, as expected TBPR188E, we measured their TATA box on rate as shown
in Figure 4. TBPR188E formed a TBPFL* complex rapidly(lanes 13–15, 19–21, 17–25, and 31–33). In contrast, the
N-terminal deletions in TBPWT displayed two significant beginning within 1 min of incubation (Figure 4B, lane 1),
and formation of the complex increased rapidly witheffects: deletion of Regions I and II led to activation of
Mechanism of Human TBP Binding to DNA
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Figure 4. Wild-Type and Activated DNA
Binding Mutant TBP Molecules Have Differ-
ent TATA Box On Rates and Different DNA
Binding Surfaces
(A–D) Electrophoretic mobility retardation
analyses of the rates of formation of the TBP-
TATA box complex on the U6 promoter with
(A) wild-type TBP and the (B) TBPR188E, (C)
TBPT210K, and (D) TBPE228K mutant TBP mole-
cules. A master binding reaction was pre-
pared at 30C, and aliquots were removed at
1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, and 100 min
and immediately loaded onto the gel. In (A)
and (B), the graphs below the autoradiograms
show the formation of the TBP-TATA box
complexes over incubation time. The unit of
the vertical axis is arbitrary. Filled dots and
open triangles represent the unbent TBPFL
and bent TBPFL* complexes, respectively.
(E) Molecular surface representations of the
upstream and top views of promoter bound
human TBPCORE (Nikolov et al., 1996). Resi-
dues in red exhibit the “unbent complex only”
phenotype when they are mutated as follows:
E191K, E206K, T210K, L212A, E228K, L287A,
R299A, and E323A/E325A.
time (lanes 1–10; see Figure 4B graph). Using the set ginning within 1 min of incubation (Figure 4A, lane 1),
but this complex was less abundant than the TBPR188Eof DNA-bending probes, we showed that this TBPFL*
complex contains bent DNA (data not shown). TBPFL* complex (compare lane 1 in Figures 4A and 4B).
Use of the DNA-bending probes showed that, as ex-Wild-type TBP formed the TBPFL complex rapidly be-
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pected, the DNA in the TBPFL complex is unbent (data mutant TBPR188E, for which the only predominant form
not shown). As with formation of the TBPFL* complex to arise during the preincubation period was the bent
with TBPR188E, there was an initial rapid increase in the TBPFL* complex (Figure 5B, lane 1), dissociated much
TBPFL complex with TBPWT (Figures 4A and 4B, lanes more rapidly than TBPWT from the TBPFL* complex over
1–4; see graphs). After 20 min, however, the level of the 100 min time course (lanes 1–11 and graph). Remark-
the TBPFL complex reached equilibrium (lanes 5–10; see ably, therefore, although the IDB surface of TBPWT inhib-
graphs), and unexpectedly, a new TBPFL*-like complex its TATA box recognition by TBP, once bound it also
began to appear after 30 min and increased over the stabilizes TBP on the TATA box in a bent complex. Thus,
100 min time course (lanes 6–10). We showed with the the major effect of the activated DNA binding mutations
DNA-bending probes that, as in the TBPR188E TBPFL* com- on TBP appears to be an increase in its rate of binding
plex, this new complex has bent DNA. Thus, TBPWT forms to, not its affinity for, the TATA box.
both unbent TBPFL and bent TBPFL* complexes in our
assay, but the TBPFL complex appears sooner than the TFIIB Promotes TBP Bending of DNA
TBPFL* complex, whereas with TBPR188E there is no delay The studies described above indicate that, as observed
in formation of the bent TBPFL* complex. in the TBPCORE-TATA box cocrystal structure, the TBPCORE
forms a bent TBP-TATA box complex, whereas TBPWT
Multiple TBPCORE Mutations Inhibit Bent, can form both unbent and bent TBP-TATA box com-
But Not Unbent, Complex Formation plexes. The cocrystal structures of the TFIIB core do-
Some of the substituted residues in TBPWT that contact main (TFIIBCORE) bound to the TBPCORE on a TATA box
the DNA (e.g., R203) (Nikolov et al., 1996) prevented have shown that the TFIIBCORE binds to the bent TBPCORE-
formation of both the bent and unbent complexes (see TATA box complex (Nikolov et al., 1995; Tsai and Sigler,
Figure 1A), suggesting that the same residues can be 2000)—in contrast, the association of TFIIB with the
important for both bent and unbent complex formation. unbent TBPFL complex has not been studied. We were
Substitutions at seven individual positions and one dou- interested, therefore, in whether and how TFIIB might
ble substitution (see Figure 4 legend), however, pre- recognize wild-type TBPFL and TBPFL* complexes and
vented bent TBPFL* but not unbent TBPFL complex forma- influence their structure.
tion during a 100 min time course. Figures 4C and 4D The results of such an experiment are shown in Figure
show two examples of these “unbent complex only” 6. We examined the cooperative binding of TBPWT and
mutants: a mutation on the DNA contact surface TFIIB on the A, C, and E bending probes containing an
(TBPT210K) and another on the top surface of TBP extended AdML TATA box sequence with the BRE TFIIB-
(TBPE228K). The unbent nature of the complex was con- recognition sequence (Lagrange et al., 1998). As ex-
firmed with the bending probes (data not shown). The pected, full-length TFIIB did not bind to the probes on
positions of the unbent complex only mutations in the its own (lanes 4–6), and TBPWT bound to the probes to
TBPCORE are shown in red in Figure 4E (the E228 residue form a low amount of unbent TBPFL complex (lanes 7–9;
is projecting out at the top). One group of these residues see dot). Addition of TFIIB, however, not only increased
is located on the bent complex DNA contact surface, the TATA box binding activity of TBPWT, as describedconsistent with their deleterious effect on bent complex previously (Ha et al., 1993; Hansen et al., 1997; Hisatake
formation, and the other group is located on the top et al., 1993; Kim et al., 1995), but also promoted forma-
surface of TBP. The former class is consistent with the tion of a bent TBPFL*-like complex (lanes 10–12; seebent and unbent complexes requiring different albeit
white triangle). Use of TFIIB-specific antibodies showed
probably overlapping DNA binding surfaces. The latter
that this bent TBPFL*-like complex contains TFIIB (dataclass, which inhibits bent complex formation but does
not shown), indicating that it is a bent TFIIB-TBP-TATAnot reside on the TBP DNA contact surface of the bent
box complex. Thus, TFIIB promotes both the TATA boxcomplex, may reveal a previously unrecognized path-
binding and TATA box bending activities of full-lengthway for formation of the bent complex with full-length
TBPWT.wild-type TBP.
We also examined the cooperative DNA binding activ-
ity of TBPR188E and TFIIB on the bending probes. TBPR188EThe Bent, But Not the Unbent, TBPWT Complex
bound to the probes to form both the unbent TBPFL (dot)Is Very Stable
and bent TBPFL* (white triangle) complexes (Figure 6,To characterize the stability of the bent and unbent TBP-
lanes 13–15). Addition of TFIIB both increased TBPR188ETATA box complexes formed by TBPWT and TBPR188E, we
TATA box binding activity and changed the bent andmeasured the off rate of these TBP-TATA box com-
unbent TBPR188E-TATA box complexes to a single bentplexes after allowing TBP-TATA box complex formation
TFIIB-TBPR188E-TATA box complex (compare lanesfor 100 min as shown in Figure 5. After addition of an
16–18 and 13–15). Interestingly, for reasons that areexcess of unlabeled nonspecific DNA, the large majority
not readily apparent, the bent TFIIB-TBPR188E-TATA boxof TBPWT dissociated from the unbent TBPFL complex
complex migrated more rapidly than the bent TFIIB-within the first 30 min of incubation (Figure 5A, lanes
TBPWT-TATA box complex during the electrophoretic1–6; see graph), indicating that it is an unstable complex.
separation (compare lanes 16–18 and 10–12).In contrast, very little if any TBPWT dissociated from the
bent TBPFL* complex over the 100 min time course (lanes
The Inhibitory IDB Surface Contributes1–11; see graph), indicating that the bent TBPFL* com-
to Cooperativity with TFIIBplex with TBPWT is very stable, even though there was not
Comparison of the relative levels of TBP-TATA box com-very much of this complex initially (lane 1). Interestingly,
under the same conditions, the activated DNA binding plex and TFIIB-TBP-TATA box complex with TBPWT and
Mechanism of Human TBP Binding to DNA
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Figure 5. The Bent, But Not the Unbent, Wild-Type TBP-TATA Box Complex Is Very Stable
Electrophoretic mobility retardation analysis of the dissociation rates of (A) TBPWT and (B) TBPR188E molecules from the TBP-TATA box complexes
on the U6 promoter. After incubation of a master binding reaction for 100 min at 30C, excess unlabeled DNA was added, and aliquots were
removed after an additional 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, and 100 min incubation at 30C and immediately loaded onto the gel. The graphs
below the autoradiograms show the dissociation of TBP from the TBP-TATA box complexes over incubation time after addition of the
competitor DNA. The unit of the vertical axis is arbitrary. Filled dots and open triangles represent the unbent TBPFL and bent TBPFL* complexes,
respectively.
TBPR188E shows that TFIIB increases the level of bound the bent complex forms only after a lag, suggesting the
possibility of a precursor-product relationship betweenTBPWT by about 85-fold, whereas it only increases the
level of TBPR188E by about 12-fold. The approximately the unbent and bent complexes. To test this hypothesis,
we took advantage of the finding that TFIIB can greatly7-fold lower level of cooperativity by TBPR188E was not
owing to a limiting amount of TFIIB, because when the enhance the rate of formation of a bent TFIIB-TBP-TATA
box complex with wild-type TBP (Figure 6) to determineincubation time was increased to 100 min there was a
proportionate increase in both TBP-TATA box and whether the unbent complex can serve as a precursor for
formation of a bent TBP-TATA box-containing complex;TFIIB-TBP-TATA box complexes such that the level of
binding synergy remained the same (Figure 6, lanes 19– this strategy is illustrated in Figure 7A. We first allowed
TBP to form the unbent TBP-TATA box complex for 3030). Thus, by inhibiting TFIIB-independent TBPWT DNA
binding activity more than its binding activity with TFIIB, min (a), after which an excess of unlabeled nonspecific
DNA was added to trap any free TBP in the reactionthe IDB surface increases the cooperativity of TBP-
TATA box complex formation with TFIIB. and prevent it from binding to the 32P-labeled DNA probe
(b). TFIIB was added 1 min later, and complex formation
was allowed to proceed for an additional 30 min (c).TFIIB Can Recognize the Unbent TBP-TATA Box
Complex and Promote Formation of the Bent Only if the unbent TBP-TATA box complex can serve
as a precursor for a TFIIB-TBP-TATA box will any labeledTFIIB-TBP-TATA Box Complex
The kinetic analyses described in Figure 4 with TBPWT TFIIB-TBP-TATA box complex be formed.
Figure 7B shows that indeed, using this protocol, theshow that the unbent complex forms rapidly, whereas
Cell
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Figure 6. TFIIB Promotes TBP Bending of DNA and Requires the Solvent-Exposed Inhibitory Surface of the TBPCORE in the Full-Length TBP
for Cooperative Binding
DNA-bending analysis of TBPWT and mutant TBPR188E molecules bound to the TATA box in the absence (lanes 7–9, 13–15, 19–21, and 25–27)
and presence (lanes 10–12, 16–18, 22–24, and 28–30) of TFIIB. The A, C, and E DNA-bending probes indicated on top of each lane are as
described in Figure 2. Binding reactions were for 30 min (lanes 7–18) or 100 min (lanes 19–30) at 30C. The filled dots and open triangles to
the left of the TBP-TATA box or TFIIB-TBP-TATA box complexes indicate unbent and bent complexes, respectively.
unbent TBP-TATA box complex can serve as a precursor which does not form a stable bent complex on its own
(Figure 4D; data not shown). Thus, at least with TFIIB,for the bent TFIIB-TBP-TATA box complex. Binding re-
actions were loaded onto the gel at three time points TBP can transition from an unbent to a bent TBP-TATA
box complex.(after either 30, 31, or 61 min incubation time; labeled
1–3 in Figures 7A and 7B bottom). Comparison of lanes
8 and 9 shows that the amount of unlabeled nonspecific Discussion
DNA used in this experiment is sufficient to prevent all
TFIIB-TBP-TATA box complex formation with the la- In transcription from a TATA box-containing promoter,
recognition of the TATA box by TBP is a critical step inbeled probe. Thus, the unlabeled DNA can trap all of
the free TBP in the reaction. As expected, incubation of building an active multiprotein transcriptional initiation
complex (Buratowski, 1994; Lemon and Tjian, 2000; Or-the labeled probe in the absence of excess unlabeled
DNA with TBP, but not TFIIB alone, formed the unbent phanides et al., 1996). We have probed the mechanisms
of regulation of TATA box recognition by human TBPcomplex after the 30 min preincubation (Figure 7B, com-
pare lanes 1–3), and neither addition of buffer (lane 4) through analysis of numerous mutations on the TBPCORE
domain of full-length TBP (i.e., TBPWT). Unexpectedly,nor competitor DNA (lane 5) for just 1 min had much
effect on the level of complex formation. After a further we discovered that on DNA containing a TATA box,
TBPWT but not the TBPCORE alone forms a previously un-30 min incubation, however, the unbent complex disap-
peared (lane 6), as expected given its fast off rate (see characterized unbent TBP-TATA box complex first, after
which the known bent complex appears. Additionally,Figure 5A). Remarkably, in the presence of TFIIB, a new
complex appeared even in the presence of the saturat- we found that, in TBPWT, a solvent-exposed surface of
the TBPCORE domain—the IDB surface (Figure 1D)—ing competitor DNA (lane 7). As expected, use of anti-
TFIIB antibodies demonstrated that this new complex inhibits the rate of TBP binding to, and bending of, DNA.
TFIIB can counteract the inhibitory role of the IDB sur-contains TFIIB and therefore is a TFIIB-TBP-TATA box
complex (data not shown); use of the bending probes face in TBPWT, which thus contributes to cooperative
association of TBPWT and TFIIB on a TATA box. TFIIBshowed that, as expected, this TFIIB-TBP-TATA box
complex contains bent DNA (data not shown; note that can also accelerate the transition from the unbent to the
bent TBP-TATA box complex without TBP dissociationthe difference in mobility of the TFIIB-TBP-TATA box
complexes in lanes 7 and 9 is owing to the different from the DNA. TFIIB can either directly recognize and
bind to the unbent TBP-TATA box complex to inducetimes at which these reactions were loaded onto the
gel). These results suggest that the unbent TBP-TATA DNA bending, or TFIIB can capture transient bent TBP-
TATA box complexes to form the bent TFIIB-TBP-TATAbox complex can direct formation of a bent TFIIB-TBP-
TATA box complex without dissociation of TBP from the box complex. In either case, TFIIB promotes TBPWT bind-
ing to, and bending of, DNA. These conclusions areDNA. Consistent with this conclusion, the same results
were obtained with the TBPE228K mutant TBP molecule, summarized in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. TFIIB Directly Recognizes the Un-
bent TBP-TATA Box Complex
(A) The schematic flow chart of the experi-
mental procedure. The binding reaction of
TBP and 32P-labeled DNA probe was allowed
to proceed for 30 min, after which an excess
of unlabeled DNA was added and the reaction
was allowed to proceed for another 1 min
before addition of TFIIB and continued incu-
bation for an additional 30 min. Incubations
were initiated in parallel, and samples were
loaded on the PAGE at the three indicated
time points.
(B) Electrophoretic mobility retardation analy-
sis of TFIIB binding to the unbent TBP-TATA
box complex. In the binding reaction, the
probe alone (lane 1) or with either TFIIB alone
(lane 2), TBP alone (lane 3), or TBP and TFIIB
together, with (lane 8) or without (lane 9) com-
petitor DNA were incubated for 30 min and
loaded on the PAGE. To parallel TBP-only
samples, either TE buffer (lane 4) or unlabeled
competitor DNA (lanes 5–7) was added to the
binding reaction, for an additional 1 min incu-
bation. Samples in lanes 4 and 5 were then
loaded onto the PAGE. Lastly, either D100
buffer (lane 6) or TFIIB (lane 7) was added
to TBP-only samples with excess unlabeled
DNA for an additional 30 min. Samples in
lanes 6 and 7 were then loaded onto the
PAGE. The position of the TBPFL and
TBPTFIIB complexes are indicated.
Evidence for an Unbent Human TBP-TATA tect and analyze this unbent complex by the use of
electrophoretic mobility retardation because this methodBox Complex
The process of examining the effect on TATA box recog- permits the detection of low-abundance complexes and
the separation of complexes containing unbent and bentnition of mutations on the surface of the TBPCORE domain
of TBPWT led us to the discovery of the unexpected DNA. Although a semiquantitative assay, apparently,
during electrophoretic separation, the various com-unbent human TBP-TATA box complex. Several lines of
evidence support the authenticity of the unbent TBP- plexes we observe are stabilized because we do not
see a significant loss of otherwise unstable complexesTATA box complex. First, the complex contains full-
length TBP because it is recognized by antibodies spe- during PAGE (for example, see Supplemental Figure S1
at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/108/5/615/DC1).cific to the N-terminal region of TBP and the mobility of
the complex changes with removal of N-terminal TBP
sequences (Figure 3 and data not shown). Second, al- Different Properties of the Unbent and Bent
TBP-TATA Box Complexesthough interestingly less specific than the bent complex,
formation of the unbent complex is TATA box specific Besides the apparent difference of DNA shape in the
unbent and bent TBP-TATA box complexes, these two(Figure 1B). Third, formation of the unbent complex is
a regulated property of TBPWT that is dependent on the complexes have other distinct properties. The unbent
complex is less TATA box specific compared to theN-terminal region; the TBPCORE domain alone does not
form the unbent complex (Figure 3). Fourth, the unbent bent complex (Figure 1B), suggesting that the bent DNA
structure contributes to TBP recognition of the TATAand bent complexes have the same, probably mono-
meric, TBP stoichiometry (Figures 2 and 3). And fifth, the box. The unbent TBPFL complex has both fast on and
off rates (Figures 4A and 5A), suggesting that TBP canunbent TBP-TATA box complex is directly or indirectly
recognized by, and binds cooperatively with, TFIIB (Fig- bind TATA-like DNAs rapidly to form a transient product.
In contrast, the bent TBPFL* complex with TBPWT formsures 6 and 7). These results strongly support the conclu-
sion that the unbent complex is an authentic biologically slowly but is very stable (Figures 4A and 5A). Consistent
with a very different state of TBP binding to DNA inrelevant TBP-TATA box complex. We were able to de-
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Figure 8. Model of Human TBP Binding to DNA
(A) The human TBPCORE binds to TATA box-containing DNA to form the known bent TBPCORE-TATA box complex directly (Juo et al., 1996; Kim
et al., 1993a, 1993b; Nikolov et al., 1996). In the presence of TFIIB, the bent TFIIB-TBPCORE-TATA box complex is formed (Nikolov et al., 1995;
Tsai and Sigler, 2000).
(B) Full-length TBPWT first binds to TATA box-containing DNA to form an unbent TBP-TATA box complex. Then, this unbent complex slowly
forms the bent TBP-TATA box complex. TFIIB can directly recognize the unbent and/or bent TBP-TATA-complexes to form the bent TBP-
TATA box complex. N indicates N-terminal region. See text for details.
the unbent TBPFL and bent TBPFL* complexes, we have ity (Strubin and Struhl, 1992), is the only TBP mutant
with mutations on the known DNA binding surface thatfound that magnesium is required to form and maintain
the bent TBPFL* complex but not the unbent TBPFL com- behaves like TBPWT in terms of formation of the TBPFL
and TBPFL* complexes (Figure 1A and data not shown),plex (data not shown). This latter observation may ex-
plain why, in their saturation mutagenesis screen of hu- reinforcing the conclusion that both these forms of TBP
binding to DNA are biologically relevant.man TBP, Bryant et al. (1996), using similar binding
conditions but electrophoretic separation in the ab-
sence of magnesium, did not detect the role of the IDB A Two-Step Model of Human TBP Binding to DNA
Consistent with a previously described multistep mech-surface in inhibiting human TBP binding to DNA.
Although the unbent and bent TBP-TATA box com- anism of yeast TBP binding to DNA (Hoopes et al., 1992),
our mutational and kinetic studies suggest a two-stepplexes are distinctly different, the surfaces of TBP that
contact DNA in the two complexes may overlap, as indi- mechanism of human TBP binding to TATA box-con-
taining DNA as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8A shows thecated by the nature of TBP mutants that affect both
unbent and bent complex formation and others that structurally well-documented steps in TATA box recog-
nition by the TBPCORE protein in which the TBPCORE firstselectively affect bent complex formation (Figures 1A
and 4C–4E). Consistent with this hypothesis, TBP is able binds to form a bent TBP-TATA box complex, which
can then bind TFIIB. Figure 8B shows the steps by whichto transition from an unbent complex to a bent complex
without dissociating from the DNA (Figure 7). Neverthe- our results suggest TBPWT binds the TATA box. First,
TBPWT binds to the TATA box to form an unstable unbentless, part of the surface of TBP involved in forming the
unbent complex is probably distinct from that involved TBP-TATA box complex and then more slowly forms the
very stable bent TBP-TATA box complex. We providein forming the bent complex because there are “unbent
complex only” mutations not only located on the top of evidence to support this conclusion because, as illus-
trated in Figure 8B, TFIIB can recognize the unbent com-the molecule (e.g., TBPE228K), but also on the prototypical
DNA binding surface (e.g., TBPT210K). Consistent with the plex directly or indirectly and can greatly accelerate the
transition from the unbent complex to a bent complexunbent complex only phenotype of the full-length mu-
tant TBPT210K, when the T210K mutation is placed into the containing TFIIB. In this fashion, TFIIB plays a key regu-
latory role in building up an active initiation complex.TBPCORE protein alone which does not form the unbent
complex, the T210K mutant does not bind to the TATA
box (data not shown), a result that further establishes A Solvent-Exposed Surface of the Human TBPCORE
Domain Regulates the Two-Step Processthe inability of the TBPCORE to form the unbent complex.
Interestingly, the altered-specificity TBP (TBPAS) mu- of TBP Binding to DNA
Interestingly, in addition to its interaction with TFIIB,tant, which was genetically selected for altered DNA
sequence recognition while maintaining functional activ- TBP itself is able to regulate its TATA box recognition,
Mechanism of Human TBP Binding to DNA
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both in terms of its DNA binding activity and its DNA- inhibitory activities of the human N-terminal region, in-
bending activity, through the IDB surface. Examination hibiting bent complex formation, or of the human IDB
of the effect on TATA box recognition of exhaustive TBPCORE surface, inhibiting the TBP on rate to DNA, de-
mutations on the IDB surface in TBPWT reveals a concen- scribed here. We note, however, that Lee and Struhl
tric gradient of repression of the DNA binding and DNA- (2001) have shown that deletion of the N-terminal region
bending activities by the IDB surface (Figure 1D). Con- of yeast TBP, which on its own does not affect yeast
sistent with a special inhibitory role of this surface in viability, is lethal in combination with amino acid substi-
TBP binding to, and bending of, DNA, the four most tutions on a limited surface of the TBPCORE. One of the
important inhibitory TBP residues—R188, K236, R239, explanations proposed for these results is that the yeast
and K243—are universally conserved (Berk, 2000). Curi- TBP N-terminal region and TBPCORE both possess nega-
ously, this inhibitory surface, which overlaps the TFIIA- tive regulatory functions that can substitute for one an-
interacting region (Bryant et al., 1996; Geiger et al., 1996; other in vivo. Interestingly, the limited surface defined
Tan et al., 1996; Tang et al., 1996), is solvent exposed, by the synthetic-lethal mutations on the yeast TBPCORE
suggesting that it affects DNA binding indirectly and overlaps the human TBPCORE IDB surface. Thus, the in-
could be regulated through protein-protein contacts hibiting effects of both the N-terminal region of TBP and
with DNA bound TBP. the IDB surface of the TBPCORE may have been conserved
The inhibition of DNA-bending but not DNA binding in eukaryotes.
activity of the IDB surface in TBPWT is genetically linked
to the N-terminal region of TBP, because formation of A Regulatory Mechanism for Correct
the unbent TBPFL complex requires region III of the Gene Expression
N-terminal region of TBP (Figure 3). Thus, the N-terminal In conclusion, our mutational studies of TBP binding to
sequences may directly contact the IDB surface to posi- DNA reveal an additional mode of regulation of TBP-
tively regulate formation of the unbent complex and TATA box recognition. The N-terminal region of TBP
negatively regulate formation of the bent complex, and works in concert with a solvent-exposed surface on the
this interaction may change upon bent complex forma- TBPCORE domain in full-length TBP—the IDB surface—to
tion, as illustrated in Figure 8B. positively regulate formation of an unstable unbent TBP-
Previous studies showed that the N-terminal region TATA box complex. This complex forms and decays
of human TBP inhibits TBP binding to DNA (Mittal and rapidly, indicating that it is a transient product of TBP
Hernandez, 1997). In those studies, TBPWT did not dis- sensing a TATA box-containing DNA. The unbent TBP-
play any DNA binding activity, indicating that the unbent TATA box complex, however, can apparently either
complex was not detected. Under the conditions de- slowly form a bent complex on its own or do so much
scribed here, which allow detection of TBPWT binding to more rapidly with TFIIB. The transition from an unbent
DNA as an unbent complex, the results suggest that the complex to a bent complex promoted by TFIIB (and
primary effect of the N-terminal region is in inhibiting perhaps other basal factors such as TFIIA) may be an
DNA bending rather than DNA binding. important step for TBP to direct the correct formation
The inactivation of the IDB surface not only activates of an active initiation complex. Thus, through this two-
TBPWT binding to DNA but also by the TBPCORE domain step TBP binding mechanism, TBP may constantly
(Figure 3). Therefore, inhibition of DNA binding and DNA probe the genome for TATA box-like sequences without
bending by the IDB surface are separate activities. The committing itself to forming an active bent complex.
inhibition of bending is dependent on the N-terminal Once multiple signals are received (e.g., interaction with
region, whereas the inhibition of the rate of DNA binding TFIIB), then an appropriate bent TATA box complex can
is not. form. We are intrigued by the possibility that the ability
How does the IDB surface inhibit DNA binding and of TBPWT to recognize unbent DNA may permit it tobending? The IDB surface may inhibit DNA binding by
recognize a TATA box in DNA that cannot undergo the
promoting a particular conformation, such as TBP-dimer
gross deformation involved in TBP bending of DNA in
formation (Jackson-Fisher et al., 1999). To inhibit DNA
the cell as, for example, might be expected of a TATAbending, perhaps the IDB surface raises an activation
box within a nucleosome. Then, through the action ofenergy barrier in the bending reaction. For example, to
other proteins recruited by TBP, the nucleosome couldform the bent complex may require transient inefficient
be destabilized and permit bent TBP-TATA box complexconformational changes in TBP. Interestingly, the center
formation. In conclusion, the unbent TBP-TATA boxof the IDB surface is rich in basic residues, and these
complex described here reveals a regulatory strategyresidues may clash during passage through a hypothe-
for correct gene expression in human cells.sized transition state. By introducing a neutral residue
by alanine substitution or (more dramatically) by intro- Experimental Procedures
ducing an acidic residue (Figure 1C), the hypothetical
transition state may become less difficult to form, mak- Protein Expression Constructs
ing the bending transition easier. Whichever the case, Full-length wild-type and mutant TBP molecules and TFIIB were
synthesized as fusions to glutathione-S-transferase (GST) from theit is evident that the IDB surface not only inhibits TBP
vector pET11c-GST (Lai et al., 1992); the wild-type TBP and TFIIBbinding to DNA but also greatly stabilizes the bound
constructs were a gift of W. Tansey and M. Tanaka (Cold SpringTBPWT. Thus, the IDB surface may be a critical compo- Harbor Laboratory). All TBP amino acid substitutions and deletions
nent of a switch for the formation of a very stable tran- were generated de novo by oligonucleotide site-directed mutagene-
scriptional initiation complex at only the appropriate lo- sis of wild-type TBP coding sequences. Some of the mutants have
cations and times. been described previously (H1, H2, H2, and S3/S4 [Tansey et al.,
1994]; K181E, R188E, N189E, E191K, R203E, and R205E [Bryant etWe do not know whether yeast TBP possesses the
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al., 1996]; E284A/E286A [Tansey and Herr, 1997]; L287A [Tang et cation. The binding reactions (20 l) contained 100 mM KCl, 20 mM
HEPES-KOH (pH 7.9), 5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 1al., 1996]; R299A [Tansey and Herr, 1995]; T210K [Martinez et al.,
1995]; and AS [Strubin and Struhl, 1992]). All plasmids were mapped mM DTT, 0.07% Tween-20, 0.2 g each of poly(dG-dC)poly(dG-
dC) and pUC119, 500 g/ml BSA, and usually 5 ng (5.5 nM) TBP.by restriction enzyme digestion, and the nucleotide sequence of
the entire coding sequence of all TBP molecules was determined. Complete reaction mixtures without probe were incubated for 10
min at 4C. Then, 32P-labeled DNA probes (50,000 cpm; 0.2 to 1 nM)
were added. Unless otherwise indicated, binding reactions wereBending Probe Constructs
Two AdML promoter TATA box sequences, short (5-TATAAAAG- incubated for 30 min at 30C and fractionated on a 5% polyacryl-
amide gel (39:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) in 1 TGME running3) and long (5-GAAGGGGGGCTATAAAAGGGGGTGGG-3) se-
quences, as well as a human U6 snRNA promoter TATA box and buffer (50 mM Tris base, 380 mM glycine, 2 mM EDTA, and 5 mM
MgCl2). In the off-rate experiments and for Figure 7, 30 g of salmonproximal sequence element (PSE)-containing sequence (5-TATGC
TTACCGTAACTTGAAAGTATTTCGATTTCTTGGCTTTATATATCTT testis DNA (Sigma) was added as unlabeled nonspecific competitor
DNA after a 100 min incubation at 30C. Importantly, for each probeGTGGAA-3) were included in three different probes generated by
PCR and inserted between the XbaI and HindIII sites of the permuted preparation, the amount of TBP protein used in the binding reactions
was titrated to provide optimal TBPFL complex formation after a 30sequence probe vector pBEND 2H (Gillitzer et al., 2000). We refer
to these vectors as pBEND-AdMLshort, pBEND-AdMLlong, and pBEND- min incubation. In general, 4–20 ng (4.4–22 nM) of TBP was used
in the binding reactions. Except for the N-terminal deletion mutantsU6. The sequences of the inserts were verified by DNA sequencing.
used for Figure 3, all proteins used in this study were full-length.
Quantitation of complex formation was performed with a FUJIXDNA Probe Preparation
DNA probes for electrophoretic mobility retardation assays were Phosphorimager BAS1000 Bio-imaging Analyzer System.
generated by PCR amplification of the human U6 (positions 70
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